Foreword
IVhen searching for a cover photogragh for this issue that depicted "diversity'
and 'ppluralism', my colleague Jim Pemes reminded me that I didn't need to
look much further than the neighbourhoods of my local comlunity. So he
gathered together the children that play daily in his own back yard and posed
them for the front cover of The Conmd Grebe1Review. They were tkilled!
The group assembled on the climber is a microcosm for the multicultural
diversity that exists in my city, and indeed, is increasingly evident in most
urban areas of the world. The households of each child are also representative
of family diversity, some being raised in single parent families, others living in
extended family groups.
Memonite scholars and others are g a p l i n g with issues of historic and
theological identity as the "ace' of global Memonitism is hcreashgly pluralistic
and diverse. The international picture reflects the fact that the majority of
Mennonites in the world today do not have ancestral links with sixteenthcentury European origins, even while they may hold closely to the beliefs of
habaptist radicals. Memonite World Conference statistics suggest that it may
not be long before there are more Mennonite church members in Africa than
in Worth America. The Memonite church that I attend has members whose
backgoiands vary widely in terms of ethnicity and religious upbringing, a
scenario that is increasingly familiar, but very unlike the solidly Russian
Mennonite churches that both my parents grew up in. All of this demands new
and creative theological and sociological pamdi,ms of bfemonite identities.
This issue's lead article by J o b Kampen, and the four responses to
him, were ora@nailyp& of a fomm at the 1999 annual meetings of the Puneicm
Academy of Religion and the Society for Biblical Literature. Drawing on
cornpassons with Jews and Afi-ican-Americans,Mampen utirizes Joel Kotkin's
notion of a 'global tribe7that possesses a sense of shared mission, culture and
peoplehood amongst its members. He suggests that stories of suffering and
survival, whether rooted in mphologies of origin or part of an ongoing global
liberation struggle, might provide the basis for a shared identity in the global
M e m o ~ t church
e
movement. The four different responses to Kampen's essay
demonstrate how much an in&vidua19sslabjectivity and prsomi lomtion shapes
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his or her perspective on issues of identity. Similar issues are addressed by
Fernando Enns but from a German Mennonite perspective. He raises the
question whether the Mennonites, as a pluralistic minority church with
polygenetic origins, might not be well prepared to be a positil~epresence within
a pluralistic society like Germany is today.
A pluralism of origin and ethnic identity is complicatedtoday by diversity
in family forms and structures. As a historian, 1know that laments over the
crisis in the contemporarynuclear family mask ideas and realities of family life
that have shifted and evolved greatly according lo time and place. This is aptly
shown in Rosemary Radford Ruether's engaging and sweeping survey of
Christian notions of the family through the ages. We are delighted to include
Ruether's recent public address at the University of Waterloo as a Reflection
in the CGR. Sociologist Peter Blum takes a theoretical approach to similar
issues, drawing on Peter E. Berger's idea of family as a social construction
and observing the dialectic between 'oofficial'definitions of family and families
themselves.
Finally, in addition to a collection of book reviews, this issues contains
a Reflectioi~by Valerie JVeaver-Zercher, whose essay reveals that identity is
also about generation. According to the historical canon, Mennonite educator
and church leader Harold S. Bender shaped Mennonite identity in a decisive
manner for the latter half of the twentieth century. Yet, as Weaver-Zercher
points out, many of her twentyisomething generation don't b o w 'who' Bender
juxtaposed
was. She goes on to reflect on his pivotal ideas about '~ghteousness9,
against more contemporary lanpage of doing 'wwh9sright '.

Marlene Epp, Editor
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